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Date February 28, 2011 Court Intellectual Property High Court, 

Third Division Case number 2010 (Ne) 10051 

– A case in which the court examined the creativity of a work of computer program 

and what constitutes a reproduction and an adaptation. 

References: Article 2, paragraph (1), items (i) and (x)-2, and Article 10, paragraph (3) 

of the Copyright Act 

Numbers of related rights, etc.: None 

Summary of the Judgment 

(1) In order for a production to be considered as a "work" protected under the 

Copyright Act, "thoughts or sentiments" need to be "creatively expressed" (Article 2, 

paragraph (1), item (i) of said Act). Copyright protection would not be provided to 

thoughts or sentiments or the method of expressing thoughts or sentiments or to the 

idea itself. For example, in the case of a computer program, any decision as to what 

kind of processing should be done by a computer and what method should be adopted 

in order to give an instruction (or any combination thereof) should be found to be an 

idea and would not be protected under the Copyright Act. 

   In order for a work, etc. to be regarded as a "creative" expression of a thought or 

sentiment, the work is not necessarily required to express the creator's originality in a 

strict sense. However, the work is required to express a certain level of distinctiveness 

of the creator. This can be said about a computer program as well. In order for a 

computer program to be regarded as "creative," it should be interpreted that the 

creator's originality must be expressed in the specific statements contained in the 

program to a certain extent. A program is "something expressed as a set of instructions 

written for a computer, which makes the computer function so that a specific result can 

be obtained" (Article 2, paragraph (1), item (x)-2 of said Act) and that, since it is a set 

of instructions given to a computer, certain limitations would be imposed on the signs 

and linguistic system that can be used to express such instructions. Consequently, if 

intending to have a computer function well economically and efficiently, it is 

inevitable for specific statements contained in programs to become similar, limiting the 

range of options available to creators to choose from in order to express their 

distinctiveness. The program cannot be found to be creative if the specific expressions 

presented therein consist of such similar statements because they would be considered 

to be commonplace and fail to exhibit the distinctiveness of the creator. Under the 

Copyright Act, protection does not extend to the programming language, coding 

conventions, or algorithms used to create a work (Article 10, paragraph (3) of said Act). 

Thus, the use of an unusual programming language does not necessarily provide 
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grounds to find that the program is creative. 

(2) Furthermore, in order to determine whether a program infringes the reproduction 

right or adaptation right for a previously created program, it is necessary to note that 

there are the aforementioned limitations on computer programs and to make a 

comparison between the two programs in terms of the creative parts of the specific 

statements contained in the programs and determine whether the two programs are 

identical in the sense of creative expressions or whether the creative characteristics of 

the expression of the previous program can be directly perceived from the subsequent 

program. Such determination should not be made simply from the perspective of 

whether the two programs are similar in terms of their overall protocols and structures. 
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Judgment rendered on February 28, 2011 

2010 (Ne) 10051 Appeal Case of Seeking Payment of Damages (Court of prior instance: 

Tokyo District Court 2006 (Wa) 24088) 

Date of conclusion of oral argument: December 16, 2010 

 

Judgment 

Appellant/appellee (plaintiff in the first instance): HyperCube corp. 

Appellee/appellant (defendant in the first instance) and successor of the 

dissolved company, Index Corporation 

Index Corporation 

(Pre-change trade name: Index Holdings Corporation) 

Appellee (defendant in the first instance): Y 

 

Main text 

1. Regarding the appeal filed by the appellant/appellee (plaintiff in the first 

instance) 

The appeal shall be dismissed. 

2. Regarding the appeal filed by the appellee/appellant (defendant in the 

first instance) 

(1) The judgment in prior instance with respect to the part for which the 

appellee/appellant (defendant in the first instance) lost the case shall be 

revoked. 

(2) All of the claims made by appellant/appellee (plaintiff in the first 

instance) shall be dismissed. 

3. The appellant/appellee (plaintiff in the first instance) shall bear the court 

costs for the first and second instances. 

 

                  Facts and reasons 

   The appellee/appellant (defendant in the first instance), Index Holdings Corporation, 

was merged with the appellee/appellant (defendant in the first instance), Index 

Corporation, on October 1, 2010, while this trial was still pending. Consequently, Index 

Corporation was resolved. The appellee/appellant (defendant in the first instance), Index 

Holdings Corporation, took over the litigation proceedings from the appellee/appellant 

(defendant in the first instance), Index Corporation. On December 1, 2010, the 

appellee/appellant (defendant in the first instance), Index Holdings Corporation, 

changed its trade name to "Index Corporation." 
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   In this judgment, the parties concerned are indicated as follows. The pre-merger 

appellee/appellant (defendant in the first instance), Index Holdings Corporation, is 

indicated as "Defendant Holdings." The post-merger appellee/appellant (defendant in 

the first instance) and successor of the dissolved company, Index Corporation, is 

indicated as "Defendant Holdings." The pre-merger Index Corporation is indicated as 

"Index." The appellant/appellee (plaintiff in the first instance) is indicated as the 

"plaintiff." 

No. 1 Objects of the appeal 

1. Objects of the plaintiff's appeal 

(1) The judgment in prior instance with respect to the part for which the plaintiff lost the 

case shall be revoked. 

(2) (Principal claims) 

A. Defendant Holdings and Defendant Y shall further jointly pay the plaintiff 

3,379,133,423 yen and the amount calculated by subtracting the amount (B) from the 

amount (A) specified below. 

(A) the amount accrued at the rate of 5% per annum, on the amount specified in the 

section "[xvi] Total amount of damage for each month" stated in No. 1 to No. 115 of 

"Amount of damage" in Attachment 1, for the period from the date stated in the section 

"[xvii] Commencement date for the calculation of delay damages" to the date of 

completion of the payment, and also the amount accrued at the rate of 5% per annum, 

on 35 million yen, for the period from November 8, 2006, to the date of completion of 

the payment. 

(B) the amount accrued at the rate of 5% per annum, on 1.15 million yen, for the period 

from October 24, 2008, to the date of completion of the payment. 

B. Defendant Y shall pay the plaintiff 5.5 million yen and the amount accrued thereon at 

the rate of 5% per annum for the period from November 8, 2006, to the date of 

completion of the payment. 

C. The defendants shall bear the court costs for the first and second instances. 

D. Declaration of provisional execution 

(3) (Alternative claims) 

A. Defendant Holdings shall pay the plaintiff 3,345,283,423 yen and the amount 

accrued at the rate of 5% per annum, on the amounts specified in the section "[xvi] Total 

amount of damage for each month" stated in No. 1 to No. 115 of "Amount of damage" 

in Attachment 1, for the period from the date stated in the section "[xvii] 

Commencement date for the calculation of delay damages" to the date of completion of 

the payment. 
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B. Defendant Y shall pay the plaintiff 5 million yen and the amount accrued thereon at 

the rate of 5% per annum for the period from April 1, 2000, to the date of completion of 

the payment. 

C. The defendants shall bear the court costs for the first and second instances. 

D. Declaration of provisional execution 

2. Objects of Defendant Holdings' appeal 

(1) The judgment in prior instance with respect to the part for which Defendant 

Holdings lost the case shall be revoked. 

(2) All of the plaintiff's claims shall be dismissed. 

(3) The plaintiff shall bear the court costs for the first and second instances. 

No. 2 Outline of the case 

   In the following sections, this court will use the same abbreviations and terms as 

those used in the judgment in prior instance. The Attached Language Comparison Table, 

the Attached Database Comparison Table, and the Attached Figure/Sign Comparison 

Table are the same as those attached to the judgment in prior instance. 

   In this case, in connection with a content distribution software product for mobile 

terminals or computers, the plaintiff alleged against the defendants that the defendants' 

act constitutes acts of tort, i.e., infringement of the plaintiff's copyrights and moral 

rights of author, or constitutes nonperformance. The plaintiff demanded payment of 

damages from the defendants. 

   The principal claims made in the prior instance are as follows. The plaintiff alleged 

against the defendants that defendants' acts constitute acts of tort, i.e., infringement of 

the plaintiff's copyrights (reproduction right, adaptation right, the right to transmit to the 

public (including the right to make available for transmission)), infringement of the 

plaintiff's moral rights of author (the right to integrity, the right of attribution), and an 

act that may be deemed to constitute infringement of a copyright for a computer 

program (Article 113, paragraph (2) of the Copyright Act) or constitutes 

nonperformance, i.e., violation of a license agreement for works. Based on this 

allegation, the plaintiff demanded from the defendants joint payment of 3,380,283,423 

yen as damages (including 30 million yen as attorneys' fees) and the amount accrued 

thereon at the rate of 5% per annum as specified in the Civil Code for the period from 

the date following the act of tort (monthly calculation) or from November 8, 2006, 

which is the date following the date of the service of a statement of claim, to the date of 

completion of the payment. The plaintiff also alleged against Defendant Y that 

Defendant Y's act constitutes an act of tort, i.e., infringement of the plaintiff's copyrights 

(reproduction right, adaptation right, the right to transmit to the public (including the 
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right to make available for transmission)) or constitutes nonperformance, i.e., violation 

of a license agreement for works, and demanded payment from Defendant Y 5.5 million 

yen as damages and the amount accrued thereon at the rate of 5% per annum as 

specified in the Civil Code for the period from November 8, 2006, which is the date 

following the date of the service of a statement of claim, to the date of completion of the 

payment (the grounds for the claim for payment of 500,000 yen, which is a part of the 

claim against Defendant Y for payment of 5.5 million yen as damages, are unclear). 

   The alternative claims are as follows. The plaintiff alleged against Defendant 

Holdings and Index that the plaintiff has the right to demand the return of unjust 

enrichment that they obtained without any legal grounds by using the aforementioned 

software product and demanded, based on said right, payment of a total of 

3,345,283,423 yen from them as the return of unjust enrichment and the legal interest 

accrued thereon at the rate of 5% per annum as specified in the Civil Code for the 

period from the date following the date of receiving said unjust enrichment (monthly 

calculation), to the date of completion of the payment, and also demanded, from 

Defendant Y, payment of 5 million yen as the return of unjust enrichment and the legal 

interest accrued thereon at the rate of 5% per annum as specified in the Civil Code for 

the period from the date of the commencement of receiving said unjust enrichment, i.e., 

April 1, 2000, to the date of completion of the payment. 

   In the judgment in prior instance, the court held that the images presented in the left 

section of 1 and 2 of the Attached Art Comparison Table, which can be presumed to 

have been created by the plaintiff (the plaintiff's color images), can be found to be 

creative and that the images presented in the right section of 1 to 4 of said table (the 

defendants' color images) are identical with the plaintiff's color images and are subject 

to the plaintiff's copyrights and therefore that Defendant Holdings and Index, which 

have been distributing "恋愛の神様  (Ren'ai no kamisama) (God of love) (NTT 

DOCOMO)," "恋愛の神様 (KDDI)," and "恋愛の神様 (SoftBank)," can be found to 

have violated the time limits by transmitting the defendants' color images to the public 

during the period from April 1, 2005, to October 24, 2008. The court also found that 

Defendant Holdings and Index should be held liable for the act of tort, i.e., infringement 

of the plaintiff's right to transmit to the public (including the right to make available for 

transmission) for the plaintiff's color images and accepted the plaintiff's principal claims 

to the extent that the plaintiff demands against Defendant Holdings and Index joint 

payment of 380,000 yen as damages and the amount accrued thereon at the rate of 5% 

per annum as specified in the Civil Code for the period from October 24, 2008, to the 

date of completion of the payment, and demand against Index payment of 770,000 yen 
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as damages and the amount accrued thereon at the rate of 5% per annum as specified in 

the Civil Code for the period from October 24, 2008, to the date of completion of the 

payment. However, any other part of the principal claims and the alternative claims of 

the plaintiff was dismissed. 

   The plaintiff, Defendant Holdings, and Index were dissatisfied with the judgment in 

prior instance with respect to the part for which they lost the case respectively and 

sought a judgment to the effect stated in the section titled "Objects of the appeal." In this 

instance, the plaintiff added the following claims stated in [i] and [ii] below (these 

additional claims can be interpreted to be related to the alternative claims, although they 

are unclear.). 

[i] Claim for damages for an act of tort (infringement of the interests that deserve legal 

protection) 

[ii] Claim for damages under the Unfair Competition Prevention Act 

1. Facts on which the decision is premised 

   While additional corrections should be made as follows, the facts on which the 

decision is premised are as stated in the section titled "No. 2 Facts on which the decision 

is premised" of "Chapter II Outline of the case" in the section "Facts and reasons" in the 

judgment in prior instance (from page 5, line 16 to page 43, line 2), and thus, those facts 

shall be quoted. 

   The word "exist" on page 31, line 12 in the judgment in prior instance should be 

deleted. Then, new lines should be inserted as follows. 

"(vi) *GetVenusSeizaName function and*GetMarsSeizaName function (pages 292 to 

293 of Exhibit Otsu 90; this is also called "the program to determine the ruling planet) 

exist." 

2. Issues 

   As described below, while issues are added in this instance as follows, the facts on 

which the decision is premised are as stated in the section titled "No. 3 Issues" of 

"Chapter II Outline of the case" in the section "Facts and reasons" in the judgment in 

prior instance (from page 43, line 4 to page 44, line 14), and thus, such statements shall 

be quoted. 

(1) Creativeness of the programs and infringement of the adaptation rights, etc. 

(2) Copyrightability of the works of art (images) 

(3) Liability for damages for an act of tort (infringement of the interests that deserve 

legal protection) 

(4) Liability for damages under the Unfair Competition Prevention Act 

(5) Extinctive prescription 
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(omitted) 

 

No. 3 Court decision 

1. While additional corrections should be made as follows, the court decision is as stated 

in the sections from "No. 1 Issue 1 (Programs)" to "No. 25 Issue 25 (Unjust 

enrichment)" of "Chapter III Court decision" of the section "Facts and reasons" in the 

judgment in prior instance (from page 138, line 3 to page 243, line 16 of the judgment 

in prior instance), and thus, such statements shall be quoted. 

(1) Page 138, line 5 to page 144, line 16 of the judgment in prior instance should be 

deleted. Then, after page 138, line 4, new lines should be inserted as follows. 

"(1) As described below, as far as '[ii] 恋愛の神様' is concerned, the program to 

determine a zodiac sign, the program to calculate Nikkan (a kind of Oriental zodiac), the 

program to determine Kyūsei (nine stars), the program to determine the date, the 

program to formulate image tags, and the program to determine the ruling planet cannot 

be found to be creative." 

(2) In the judgment in prior instance, "(6)" on page 144, line 17 should be replaced with 

"(2)," "(7)" on page 145, line 11 should be replaced with "(3)," "(6)" on page 145, lines 

12, 24, and 26 should be replaced with "(2)," "(8)" on page 145, line 23 should be 

replaced with "(4)," "(9)" on page 145, line 25 should be replaced with "(5)," "(10)" on 

page 146, line 1 should be replaced with "(6)," "(6)" on page 146, lines 2 and 4 should 

be replaced with "(2)," and "(11)" on page 146, line 3 should be replaced with "(7)." 

(3) Page 146, line 13 to page 149, line 10 in the judgment in prior instance should be 

deleted. After page 146, line 12, new lines should be inserted as follows. 

"A. As far as '[ii] 恋愛の神様' is concerned, the program to determine a zodiac sign, 

the program to calculate Nikkan, the program to determine Kyūsei, the program to 

determine the date, the program to formulate image tags, and the program to determine 

the ruling planet cannot be found to be creative. Therefore, without needing to make a 

comparison with the program to determine a zodiac sign, the program to calculate 

Nikkan, the program to determine Kyūsei, the program to determine the date, the 

program to formulate image tags, and the program to determine the ruling planet of 

'[ii]-1 旧恋愛の神様' (Former 恋愛の神様), it can be found that the reproduction 

rights and adaptation rights have not been infringed." 

(4) In the judgment in prior instance, "E" on page 149, lines, 11, 18, 20, 22, 24, and 26, 

and page 150, line 2 should be replaced with "B," "F" on page 149, line 17 should be 

replaced with "C," "G" on page 149, line 19 should be replaced with "D," "H" on page 
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149, line 21 should be replaced with "E," "I" on page 149, line 23 should be replaced 

with "F," "J" on page 149, line 25 should be replaced with "G," and "K" on page 150, 

line 1 should be replaced with "H." 

(5) Page 150, line 3 to page 153, line 2 in the judgment in prior instance should be 

deleted. After page 150, line 2, new lines should be inserted as follows. 

"3. As far as '[ii] 恋愛の神様' is concerned, the program to determine a zodiac sign, the 

program to calculate Nikkan, the program to determine Kyūsei, the program to 

determine the date, the program to formulate image tags, and the program to determine 

the ruling planet cannot be found to be creative. Therefore, the program to determine a 

zodiac sign, the program to calculate Nikkan, the program to determine Kyūsei, the 

program to determine the date, the program to formulate image tags, and the program to 

determine the ruling planet of '[ii]-1 新恋愛の神様' (New恋愛の神様), '[ii]-2 恋愛の

神様,' and '[ii]-3 恋愛の神様' do not infringe the reproduction rights or adaptation 

rights for the plaintiff's programs." 

(6) After page 181, line 24 in the judgment in prior instance, new lines should be 

inserted as follows. 

"G. The plaintiff alleged that, according to the facts described in (A) to (D) below, it is 

clear that the representative of the plaintiff should be found to have created all of the 

messages presented in '恋愛の神様  (NTT DOCOMO)' including the messages 

presented in the upper sections in the Attached Language Comparison Table. 

(A) Since October 10, 1998, some email messages have been exchanged between the 

representative of the plaintiff and the responsible employee of Defendant Holdings in 

the course of producing the programs, for '[ii] 恋愛の神様.' According to those 

messages, the representative of the plaintiff stated that 'I will start with an easier 

fortune-telling program. Of course, low price is desirable, but, it's hard to tell exactly 

how much it will cost. (omitted) If we give up on any complicated, time-consuming 

fortune-telling service, the cost would be lower,' 'I made some improvements to the 

fortune-telling 'psychology test' program and also to the questions and answers for the 

test, ' 'I completely finished creating sample fortune-telling messages. But, your side has 

not checked and confirmed those samples yet. After they are fully checked, the final 

screen will be determined. Then, (the rest is omitted).' Defendant Y stated that 'We will 

not only conduct maintenance but also do everything else such as fortune-telling 

message composition and programming.' 'We would appreciate if you could give us a 

discount without changing the content,' and 'We would be grateful if you consider this 

project as an upfront investment in our company and give us the lowest price this time' 

(Exhibits Ko 39-3, 5, 10, and 67). This suggests that the representative of the plaintiff 
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composed the fortune-telling messages. 

(B) Since fortune-telling messages can be composed by expressing ordinary matters by 

using simple, colloquial writing style within a certain number of characters, no special 

training, etc. is required. Any person who has the capability to write sentences can teach 

him or herself how to compose such messages. The representative of the plaintiff had 

experience in providing online services, writing magazine articles, distributing 

fortune-telling programs (newly creating fortune-telling messages) via Telulu Inc. 

Therefore, it is obvious that the representative of the plaintiff had the capability to write 

fortune-telling messages. 

(C) The estimate (Exhibit Ko 25) dated January 26, 1999, sent from the plaintiff to 

Index states "Special discount for your company." If there had been any change to the 

content of work, for example, if the plaintiff agrees to give a discount in exchange for 

not writing fortune-telling messages, it would have been explicitly written on the 

estimate so that both parties can confirm such change. However, the aforementioned 

estimate does not indicate any such change to the content of the work. 

(D) The server storing fortune-telling messages was installed in the office of the 

plaintiff. After the commencement of the production of the programs for "[ii] 恋愛の神

様," not only as of the service commencement date, i.e., February 22, 1999, but also at 

any time thereafter, only the plaintiff was able to input information to the server. Under 

these circumstances, it was impossible for any person outside the office to input 

information to the server. Moreover, there is no sufficient evidence to prove that 

Defendant Holdings or AKADEMEIA provided the plaintiff with drafts of 

fortune-telling messages. However, even in consideration of all of the circumstances 

described above, in light of the facts found in (1) to (7) above, it is completely 

impossible to find that the representative of the plaintiff composed all of the messages 

used in "恋愛の神様 (NTT DOCOMO)," including the messages presented in the 

upper sections of the Attached Language Comparison Table." 

(7) Page 186, line 22 to page 187, line 19 should be deleted. After page 186, line 21, a 

new line should be inserted as follows. 

"The plaintiff's color images cannot be found to be creative for the following reasons." 

(8) After page 195, line 15 in the judgment in prior instance, new lines should be 

inserted as follows. 

"The plaintiff alleged that, in order to create the plaintiff's membership information 

database, which collects data automatically, the plaintiff established a systematic 

structure and prepared the first several data sets and had the database automatically 

collect information from the test data for 10 persons and update the database in 
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accordance with said structure and accumulate information as data, and also alleged that 

the selection of information to create the plaintiff's membership information database or 

the systematic structure should be found to be creative. 

   However, as mentioned above, the systematic structure of the plaintiff's membership 

information database cannot be found to be a creative expression. The fact that the test 

data for 10 persons was used does not provide sufficient grounds to find that the 

selection of information is creative. Thus, the aforementioned allegation of the plaintiff 

is unreasonable." 

(9) The phrase "and the determination presented in No. 1 to No. 6 and No. 8 " on page 

197, lines 18 to 19, from page 197, line 26 to page 198, line 1, and on page 198, lines 6 

to 7 in the judgment in prior instance should be deleted. The phrase "the defendants' 

color images, which are subject to the plaintiff's copyrights, can be found to have been 

transmitted to the public" on page 197, lines 21 to 22, page 198, lines 3 to 4, and page 

198, lines 9 to 10 in the judgment in prior instance should be replaced with the phrase 

"while the defendants' color images can be found to have been transmitted to the public, 

the plaintiff's color images cannot be found to be creative as explained below and 

therefore cannot be considered to be works." 

   Page 199, lines 14 to 18 should be deleted. After page 199, line 13, new lines should 

be inserted as follows. 

"On these grounds, while Defendant Holdings and Index provide service to distribute "

恋愛の神様(NTT DOCOMO)," "恋愛の神様(KDDI)," and "恋愛の神様 (SoftBank)," 

the act of Defendant Holdings and Index of using the plaintiff's works even after the 

expiration of the license period cannot be found to constitute infringement of the 

plaintiff's copyrights." 

(10) The phrase "as mentioned in Chapter II, No. 2, 5 (3) B (A) above," on page 204, 

line 25 in the judgment in prior instance should be replaced with the phrase "found to be 

as stated in Chapter II, No. 2, 5 (3) B (A) above." Page 204, line 26 to page 205, line 19 

should be deleted. The word "or" on page 205, line 20 should be replaced with the 

phrase "even if the plaintiff's programs have adopted the load distribution technique." 

(11) The phrase "Issue 16 (Liability of Defendant Holdings)" on page 235, line 1 in the 

judgment in prior instance should be replaced with the word "Summary." 

   Page 235, line 2 to page 243, line 16 in the judgment in prior instance should be 

deleted. 

   After page 235, line 1 in the judgment in prior instance, new lines should be inserted 

as follows. 

"As described above, the plaintiff's allegation that the defendants or Index infringed the 
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plaintiff's copyrights or moral rights of author is completely unacceptable. Therefore, 

the defendants are not liable to the plaintiff for any act of tort. 

   The plaintiff alleged that the defendants' act constitutes nonperformance, i.e., 

violation of the confirmation letter in question ("Confirmation Letter"). This allegation 

was made based on the same facts as those used as the grounds to make the allegation 

that the defendants' act constitutes an act of tort. As mentioned above, the defendants' 

act does not constitute an act of tort. Similarly, the defendants' act does not constitute 

nonperformance. 

   The same thing can be said about the plaintiff's claim for return of unjust enrichment 

(alternative claim). The defendants cannot be found to have received unjust enrichment 

without any legal grounds. Thus, the plaintiff's claim is unacceptable." 

2. Issues added to this instance 

(1) Issues of whether the programs can be considered to be creative and whether the 

adaptation rights, etc. have been infringed or not 

A. A "work" would be protected under the Copyright Act only if it can be considered to 

be "a production in which thoughts or sentiments are creatively expressed" (Article 2, 

paragraph (1), item (i) of said Act). Any thought or sentiment itself or any method and 

idea adopted in the process of expressing a thought or sentiment cannot be protected 

under said Act. For example, in the case of a program, any decision as to what kind of 

processing should be done by a computer and what method should be adopted in order 

to give an instruction (or any combination thereof) should be found to be an idea and 

would not be protected under the Copyright Act. 

   In order for a work, etc. to be regarded as a "creative" expression of a thought or 

sentiment, the work is not necessarily required to express the creator's originality in a 

strict sense. However, the work is required to express a certain level of distinctiveness 

of the creator. This principle applies to programs as well. It should be interpreted that, in 

order for a program to be regarded as "creative," specific descriptions presented in the 

program are required to express a certain level of distinctiveness of the creator. In view 

of the facts that a program is "something expressed as a set of instructions written for a 

computer, which makes the computer function so that a specific result can be obtained" 

(Article 2, paragraph (1), item (x)-2 of said Act) and that, since it is a set of instructions 

given to a computer, certain limitations would be imposed on the signs and linguistic 

system that can be used to express such instructions. Consequently, if intending to have 

a computer function well economically and efficiently, it is inevitable for specific 

descriptions included in programs to become similar, limiting the range of options 

available to the creators to choose from in order to express his/her distinctiveness. The 
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program cannot be found to be creative if the specific expressions presented in the 

program consist of such common descriptions because such expressions would be 

considered to be commonplace and fail to express the distinctiveness of the creator. 

Under the Copyright Act, protection does not extend to the programming language, 

coding conventions, or algorithms used to create a work (Article 10, paragraph (3) of 

said Act). Thus, the use of an unusual programming language does not necessarily 

provide grounds to find that the program is creative. 

   Furthermore, in order to determine whether a program infringes the reproduction 

right or adaptation right for a previously created program, it is necessary to note that 

there are the aforementioned limitations on the program and to make a comparison 

between the two programs in terms of the creative parts of the specific descriptions 

included in the programs and determine whether the two programs are identical in the 

sense of creative expressions or whether the creative characteristics of the expression of 

the previous program can be directly perceived from the subsequent program. Such 

determination should not be made simply from the perspective of whether the two 

programs are similar in terms of the overall protocols and structures of the programs. 

   From the perspective of the aforementioned points, each program is examined 

below. 

B. Determination on each program 

(A) Program to determine a zodiac sign 

   The program to determine a zodiac sign consists of a part of the programs for "[ii] 

恋愛の神様."This program is to express the function designed to receive the "month" 

value and the "date" value of the date of birth and to return an integer value that 

indicates a zodiac sign by using "switch" sentences and "if" sentences to switch values 

depending on the date for each month. The aforementioned calculation and processing 

necessary to determine the zodiac sign based on the date and month of birth can be 

considered to be an idea adopted in the course of production. The program to determine 

a zodiac sign used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" is made of widely used, practical, short 

descriptions designed to carry out simple conditional branching in order to implement 

the aforementioned idea by use of a combination of basic instructions in the form of 

short "switch-case" sentences and "if-else" sentences. Thus, this program cannot be 

found to be an expression of the distinctiveness of the creator. While this program was 

written in the PHP language, which was unusual at the time, it does not provide 

sufficient grounds to find that the distinctiveness of the creator is exhibited in the 

program. 

   Therefore, the program to determine a zodiac sign used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" should 
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be found to be commonplace and non-creative and cannot be found to be a work. 

(B) Program to calculate Nikkan 

   The program to calculate Nikkan consists of a part of the programs for "[ii] 恋愛の

神様." The program receives the values that correspond to the year, month, and date, 

conducts some processing to treat January and February as the 13th and 14th months of 

the previous year respectively, and calculates the total of the five-time value of the year 

and the value of the date, makes an adjustment related to the number of leap years, etc., 

calculates the integer value of the remainder after dividing the number by 10, and 

expresses the function designed to return the integer value as the value to indicate an 

oriental zodiac by using "if" sentences and arithmetic operators. The aforementioned 

calculation and processing conducted to calculate the value that indicates an oriental 

zodiac as well as the application of the Zeller formula can be considered to be an idea. 

The program simply describes the algorithm to implement the aforementioned idea in 

the form of an extremely short calculating formula. Thus, this program cannot be found 

to be an expression of the distinctiveness of the creator. While this program was written 

in the PHP language, it does not provide sufficient grounds to find that the 

distinctiveness of the creator is exhibited in the program. 

   Therefore, the program to calculate Nikkan used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" should be 

found to be commonplace and non-creative and cannot be found to be a work. 

(C) Program to determine Kyūsei 

   The program to determine Kyūsei consists of a part of the programs for "[ii] 恋愛の

神様." The program receives the values that correspond to the year, month, and date, 

refers to two integer arrays, namely, d25 and d23, which contain 38 elements and 3 

elements respectively, stores either 4, 3, or 5 as a variable called "shunbun," stores "-1" 

(correction value) as a variable "off" if the "month" value is 1 or 2 and the "date" value 

is smaller than shunbun. Said program expresses, by using "for" sentences, "if" 

sentences, arithmetic operators, etc., the function designed to return the result of a 

certain arithmetic operation that uses the "year" value and "off" as the value indicating 

Kyūsei. The use of the result of a certain arithmetic operation in order to determine 

Kyūsei should be considered to be an idea. Said program merely describes the algorithm 

of the aforementioned arithmetic operation in order to implement the aforementioned 

idea. In consideration of the facts mentioned above and the shortness of the program, 

this program cannot be found to be an expression of the distinctiveness of the creator. 

While this program was written in the PHP language, it does not provide sufficient 

grounds to find that the distinctiveness of the creator is exhibited in the program. 

   Therefore, the program to determine Kyūsei used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" should be 
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found to be commonplace and non-creative and cannot be found to be a work. 

(D) Program to determine the date 

   The program to determine the date consists of a part of the programs for "[ii] 恋愛

の神様." The program is made of a function that receives a string of characters and 

returns the first four characters in the string of characters as an integer value, the 

following two characters as another integer value, and the next two characters further as 

another integer value in a form of an integer array containing the three elements that 

correspond to the year, month, and date respectively. The content of this program has a 

simple syntax that uses the character string function available in the programming 

language to determine variables. In view of these facts and the shortness of the program, 

this program cannot be found to be an expression of the distinctiveness of the creator. 

While this program was written in the PHP language, it does not provide sufficient 

grounds to find that the distinctiveness of the creator is exhibited in the program. 

   Therefore, the program to determine the date used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" should be 

found to be commonplace and non-creative and cannot be found to be a work. 

(E) Program to formulate image tags 

   The program to formulate image tags consists of a part of the programs for "[ii] 恋

愛の神様." The program is made of a function that receives a path and a file name 

indicating the images used as image tags and generates information to designate images 

that should be output as a part of HTML img-tags in conjunction with the string of 

characters made based on the information set by users in advance in the area between 

these path and file names. It can be considered to be an idea to use the aforementioned 

function in order to make it possible to determine which image should be chosen for 

output from among the multiple images prepared in advance and to present the image in 

black and white even on a color terminal upon the user's request. The said program is 

nothing but a short, practical description of a function designed to implement the 

aforementioned idea. Thus, while this idea itself might be considered to be distinctive to 

a certain extent, the expressions presented in the program cannot be considered to 

exhibit the distinctiveness of the creator. While this program was written in the PHP 

language, it does not provide sufficient grounds to find that the distinctiveness of the 

creator is exhibited in the program. 

   Therefore, the program to formulate image tags used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" should 

be found to be commonplace and non-creative and cannot be found to be a work. 

(F) Program to determine the ruling planet 

   The program to determine the ruling planet consists of a part of the programs for 

"[ii] 恋愛の神様." The program receives the table containing data about ruling planets 
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and the values that correspond to year, month, and date respectively, changes those 

values into the specified integer values, uses those integer values to search the table 

containing data about ruling planets to determine the specified integer values, and 

returns the determined integer values as the values indicating the ruling planet by using 

"for" sentences and "if" sentences. It can be considered to be an idea to include the 

congeniality divination that uses this program in the content of the service and to use the 

aforementioned function to determine the ruling planet. However, this program is 

nothing but a short, practical description of a function designed to implement the 

aforementioned idea. Thus, while this idea itself including the idea of using "Aquarius" 

as an initial value might be considered to be distinctive to a certain extent, the 

expressions presented in the program cannot be considered to exhibit the distinctiveness 

of the creator. While this program was written in the PHP language, it does not provide 

sufficient grounds to find that the distinctiveness of the creator is exhibited in the 

program. 

   Therefore, the program to determine the ruling planet used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" 

should be found to be commonplace and non-creative and cannot be found to be a work. 

(G) Selection and arrangement of modules for the main menu program 

   The plaintiff alleged that the following features can be considered to provide 

grounds to find that the program is creative: [i] the structure of the modules, the 

definition of the user function, the indication of the title logo image, [ii] the description 

designed to recurrently implement the main menu program for any user who has 

selected one of the menu items from the main menu program and selected "0 [To 恋神

menu]," [iii] the menu is constructed in one layer, [iv] the program offers certain options 

other than fortune-telling such as "gifts." However, these features should be considered 

to be an idea. Thus, this program is not distinctive in terms of expressions and cannot be 

considered to be a work. 

(H) Selection and arrangement of modules regarding fortune-telling samples 

   The plaintiff alleged that the programs for "[ii] 恋愛の神様" have adopted a 

module structure that keeps fortune-telling samples as external data files in order to 

simplify the main body of the programs and improve the readability of the programs 

and that the selection and arrangement of modules can be considered to be creative. 

However, these features should be considered to be an idea. Thus, the programs are not 

distinctive in terms of expressions and cannot be considered to be a work. 

(I) Selection and arrangement of modules regarding paid membership registration 

   The plaintiff alleged that the programs for "[ii] 恋愛の神様" use the same program 

to carry out registration and cancellation in a systematic manner in order to facilitate 
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memory saving and maintenance activities such as alterations and that the selection and 

arrangement of modules can be considered to be creative. However, these features 

should be considered to be an idea. Thus, the programs are not distinctive in terms of 

expressions and cannot be considered to be a work. 

(J) Main menu program 

   The plaintiff alleged that the main menu program (index.php3), which consists of a 

part of the programs for "[ii] 恋愛の神様," can be considered to be creative in terms of 

expressions as far as the part similar to the main menu program (main.c) of "[ii]-1旧恋

愛の神様" is concerned (initializing process, the definition of the menu indication data, 

the commencement of indication, the indication of logo images, the indication of the 

menu, and the termination of indication). However, such part of "[ii] 恋愛の神様" as 

alleged by the plaintiff cannot be considered to be a part involving creativeness. 

Furthermore, the former and the latter are not identical as far as their fundamentally 

distinctive parts in terms of expressions are concerned. 

   Therefore, the plaintiff's allegation is unacceptable. 

(K) Program of "Destiny of this month" 

   The plaintiff alleged that the program of "Destiny of this month" (destiny.php), 

which consists of a part of the programs for "[ii] 恋愛の神様," can be considered to be 

creative in terms of expression as far as the part similar to the program of "Destiny of 

this month" (destiny.c) of "[ii]-1旧恋愛の神様" is concerned (initializing process, the 

messages to nonmembers, the process of reading the fortune-telling data, the process of 

commencing indication, the process of differentiating registered users from unregistered 

users, the process after the input of the date of birth, the process of presenting the entry 

form for the date of birth, the process of indicating the fortune-telling result). However, 

such part of "[ii] 恋愛の神様" as alleged by the plaintiff cannot be considered to be a 

part involving creativeness. Furthermore, the former and the latter are not identical as 

far as their fundamentally distinctive parts in terms of expressions are concerned. 

   Therefore, the plaintiff's allegation is unacceptable. 

(L) Program of "Congeniality divination" 

   The plaintiff alleged that the program of "Congeniality divination" (aisho.php), 

which consists of a part of the programs for "[ii] 恋愛の神様," can be considered to be 

creative in terms of expressions as far as the part similar to the program of 

"Congeniality divination" (aisho.c) of "[ii]-1旧恋愛の神様" is concerned (initializing 

process, the messages to nonmembers, the process of reading the fortune-telling data, 

the commencement of indication, the process of differentiating registered users from 

unregistered users, the process after the input of the date of birth, the process of 
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presenting the entry form for the date of birth, the process of obtaining data before 

fortune-telling, the process after the input of the dates of birth of the man and the 

woman, the process of presenting the entry form for the date of birth of the man and the 

woman, the process of indicating the fortune-telling result, the process of terminating 

indication). However, such part of "[ii] 恋愛の神様" as alleged by the plaintiff cannot 

be considered to be a part involving creativeness. Furthermore, the former and the latter 

are not identical as far as their fundamentally distinctive parts in terms of expressions 

are concerned (regarding the "program to determine the ruling planet" in the program of 

"Congeniality divination," the court holding is as presented in (F) above.). 

   Therefore, the plaintiff's allegation is unacceptable. 

(2) Copyrightability of works of art (images) 

A. Plaintiff's black-and-white images 

   The plaintiff's black-and-white images are as shown in the left sections of 3 and 4 of 

the Attached Art Comparison Table. As found in the judgment in prior instance (from 

page 185, line 17 to page 186, line 20 in the judgment in prior instance), The Rune 

characters and the picture of the Rune stones presented in the "Rune Document" 

(Exhibit Otsu 48) cannot be considered to express the thoughts or sentiments of the 

creator in an innovative manner and therefore cannot be found to be creative. 

   The plaintiff alleged that, as of the time of the production of the images, it was 

unprecedented to present three-dimensional, realistic images within such a limited space 

as the screen of a mobile phone and that the plaintiff's black-and-white images created 

with great technical limitations should be found to be creative. However, the plaintiff's 

allegation is not about the creativeness of the expressions presented in the images and 

does not affect the court determination about copyrightability. 

B. Plaintiff's color images 

   The plaintiff's color images are as shown in the left sections of 1 and 2 of the 

Attached Art Comparison Table. The plaintiff's color images were created by coloring 

the plaintiff's black-and-white images and shadowing the Rune characters and the Rune 

stones. Also, the background was colored. Rune stones were colored in such way that 

the same color would not be used for neighboring stones. Consequently, the impression 

that Rune characters are carved on the stones was made stronger. However, the shapes 

of the Rune stones and the Rune characters in the color images are identical with those 

in the black-and-white images. Also, the manner of coloring cannot be considered to be 

particularly creative. Thus, the expressions presented in the images themselves cannot 

be found to be more creative than the pictures of the Rune stones presented in the "Rune 

Document" or the plaintiff's black-and-white images. The plaintiff's color images cannot 
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be found to be copyrightable. 

C. On these grounds, the plaintiff's black-and-white images and the plaintiff's color 

images should be found to be uncopyrightable. 

(3) Liability for damages for an act of tort (infringement of the interests that deserve 

legal protection) 

   The plaintiff alleged as follows: for the period from March 26 to 27, 2000, 

Defendant Holdings destroyed the password exclusively set and managed by the 

plaintiff, entered the server that was accessible only by the plaintiff, denied access from 

the plaintiff to the server, seized all of the programs stored in the server, and reproduced 

the programs including "恋愛の神様"; even if such act could not be considered to be 

infringing the plaintiff's copyrights, it may be considered to be illegal and constitute 

infringement of the interests that deserve legal protection; or it may be found that the 

aforementioned act of Defendant Holdings caused such amount of damage that is 

equivalent to the benefits obtained by Defendant Holdings and Index. 

   However, the details of the "interests that deserve legal protection" alleged by the 

plaintiff are not clear. Furthermore, there is no specific allegation or proof for the 

existence of the causal relationship between the act of Defendant Holdings and the 

damage, except for the fact that "Telulu Inc., which is a subsidiary of the plaintiff, could 

have obtained benefits, by using the programs for "恋愛の神様," equivalent to the 

benefits obtained by both companies by using the programs for "恋愛の神様." 

   Therefore, the plaintiff's allegation is unreasonable. 

(4) Liability for damages under the Unfair Competition Prevention Act 

A. Liability for damages for the act of illegally obtaining trade secrets and the liability 

for damages for the illegal use of trade secrets by the owner of those secrets 

   The plaintiff alleged as follows: multiple programs including '恋愛の神様' that the 

plaintiff had produced upon request of Defendant Holdings contain various useful 

technical information including the server settings and programs (the programming 

methods to handle data, databases, etc.); the server storing the aforementioned programs, 

which was installed in the plaintiff's office, was accessible with the password that was 

known only to the plaintiff and had been exclusively managed by the plaintiff; in around 

July 1999, the server was relocated to the office of Defendant Holdings; even after the 

relocation, the plaintiff exclusively managed the server and gained access to the server 

from distant places through the Internet; when necessary, the plaintiff visited the office 

of Defendant Holdings and conducted physical maintenance, etc.; thus, the 

aforementioned programs can be considered to be trade secrets. 

   However, the plaintiff's allegation is unacceptable for the following reasons. While 
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the plaintiff alleged that the "programs" can be considered to be trade secrets, the details 

of the programs are unclear. Even in consideration of the fact that the programs were 

produced upon request of Defendant Holdings and have been stored in the server 

installed in the office of Defendant Holdings since July 1999 and have been accessible 

only from the plaintiff, who is the only person that knows the password, it cannot be 

necessarily found that those programs have been managed as secrets. 

   The plaintiff alleged that the license granted under the Confirmation Letter should 

be considered to be invalid on the grounds of mistake. However, there is no specific 

evidence that suggests that the programs were licensed as a result of a mistake. 

Moreover, in this lawsuit, the plaintiff made an allegation on the premise that the 

agreement based on the Confirmation Letter is valid. Therefore, the plaintiff's allegation 

is unacceptable. 

   Thus, all of the plaintiff's allegations made on the premise that the aforementioned 

programs can be considered to be trade secrets are unreasonable. 

B. Liability for damages for an act of causing confusion to others as a result of the use 

of an indication of goods. 

   The plaintiff alleged that the plaintiff owns copyrights for the program content for 

mobile phones, "恋愛の神様," and exercised those rights and started distributing the 

program to the public under the product name, "恋愛の神様," from February 22, 1999, 

and therefore that, as of July 2000, the indication of goods, "恋愛の神様," was widely 

known. 

   However, there is no sufficient evidence to prove that the plaintiff itself distributed a 

mobile phone program content to the public under the program name, "恋愛の神様." 

Furthermore, the Confirmation Letter (Exhibit Ko 1) should be interpreted to specify the 

conditions, etc. for the use of the program for a period prior to March 2000 on the 

premise that a reproduction of the plaintiff's program was leased or assigned to 

Defendant Holdings without any particular limitations, which enabled Defendant 

Holdings to provide the service to distribute the content (for more details about this 

point, please refer to page 201, line 1 to page 202, line 17 in the judgment in prior 

instance). 

   Therefore, the plaintiff's allegation made on the premise that the plaintiff itself 

distributed a mobile phone program content under the program name, "恋愛の神様," to 

the public is unreasonable. 

3. Summary 

   As described above, without needing to examine any other issues, the plaintiff's 

allegation is groundless. Both principal claims and alternative claims are unacceptable. 
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Furthermore, while the plaintiff makes other allegations, all of them are unacceptable. 

No. 4 Conclusion 

   On these grounds, the appeal filed by the plaintiff should be considered to be 

groundless and shall therefore be dismissed. Since the appeal filed by Defendant 

Holdings is well grounded, the judgment in prior instance shall be revoked with respect 

to the part for which Defendant Holdings lost the case, while all of the plaintiff's claims 

shall be dismissed. The judgment shall be rendered in the form of the main text. 

 

 

Intellectual Property High Court, Third Division 

                        Presiding judge: IIMURA Toshiaki 

                                Judge: SAIKI Norio 
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Attachment No. 1 Software List 

   The following content distribution software products compatible with computers or 

mobile terminals for mobile telecommunication carriers 

[i] "四次婆" (Yojibaba) DDI Pocket (WILLCOM) 

[ii] "恋愛の神様" (Ren'ai no kamisama) NTT DOCOMO 

[iii] "プライベートホームページ" (Puraibēto hōmupēji) IDO (KDDI) 

[iv] (Unused number) 

[v] "ツヴァイ資料請求プログラム" (Zwei shiryō seikyū puroguramu) IDO (KDDI) 

[vi] "リクルートフロムエーアルバイト情報検索プログラム" (Rikurūto furomu ē 

arubaito jōhō kensaku puroguramu) DDI Pocket (WILLCOM) 

[vii] "愛と出会いの占い館" (Ai to deai no uranaikan) IDO (KDDI) 

[viii] (Unused number) 

[iv] "映画館空席情報" (Eigakan kūseki jōhō) IDO (KDDI) 

[x] (Unused number) 

[xi] "四次婆" (Yojibaba) DION 

[xii] "ゲームコーナー" (Gēmu kōnā) DDI Pocket (WILLCOM) 

[xiii] "さくま式スゴロク(東海道五十三次及び奥の細道)" (Sakuma shiki sugoroku) 

(Tōkaidō gojūsantsugi oyobi okuno hosomichi) NTT DOCOMO 

[xiv] (Unused number) 

[xv] (Unused number) 

[xvi] "ガチャピン・ムック" (Gachapin mukku) NTT DOCOMO 
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Attachment No. 2 Software List 

   The following content distribution software products compatible with mobile 

terminals for mobile telecommunication carriers 

[ii]-1 "恋愛の神様 DX" (Ren'ai no kamisama DX) NTT DOCOMO 

[ii]-2 "恋愛の神様 DX" KDDI 

[ii]-3 "恋愛の神様 DX" SoftBank Mobile 
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Attached Program Comparison Table 1 

1. Program to determine a zodiac sign 

(1) Program to determine a zodiac sign used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" 

 

 

 

(2) Program to determine a zodiac sign used in "[ii]-1 旧恋愛の神様" 

 

 

2. Program to determine Nikkan 

(1) Program to determine Nikkan used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" 
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(2) Program to determine Nikkan used in "[ii]-1 旧恋愛の神様" 
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3. Program to determine Kyūsei 

(1) Program to determine Kyūsei used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" 

 

 

 

 

(2) Program to determine Kyūsei used in "[ii]-1 旧恋愛の神様" 
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4. Program to determine the date 

(1) Program to determine the date used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" 
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(2) Program to determine the date used in "[ii]-1 旧恋愛の神様" 

 

 

5. Program to formulate image tags 

(1) Program to formulate image tags used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" 
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(2) Program to formulate image tags used in "[ii]-1 旧恋愛の神様" 
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6. Program to determine the ruling planet 

(1) Program to determine the ruling planet used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様"  

 

 
 

(2) Program to determine the ruling planet used in "[ii]-1 旧恋愛の神様" 
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Attached Program Comparison Table 2 

1. Main menu program 

(1) Main menu program used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" 
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(2) Main menu program used in "[ii]-1 旧恋愛の神様" 
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2. Program of "Destiny of this month" 

(1) Program of "Destiny of this month" used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" 
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(2) (1) Program of "Destiny of this month" used in "[ii]-1 旧恋愛の神様" 
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3. Program of "Congeniality divination" 

(1) Program of "Congeniality divination used in "[ii] 恋愛の神様" 
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(2)  Program of "Congeniality divination used in "[ii]-1 旧恋愛の神様" 
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